Lean Premixed Pre-vaporized technology aiming at reducing nitrogen oxide emission has an inherent drawback of causing combustion instability. Modelbased active controller design to suppress the unstable combustion needs the open-loop transfer function of the object which is difficult to acquire and often with inaccuracies in many ways. Desired dynamic equation based PID (DDE-PID) is a model free control strategy which requires little knowledge of the object process, and also has the advantage of limited number of parameter variables to be tuned and simplicity of tuning method. A certain DDE-PID controller is designed and a set of parameter tuning method is given and tested on a open loop transfer function obtained from real experimental data fitting. With nonlinear features like input amplitude limiting and output limiting to resemble the actual system, the simulation results are compared with two model based control strategies which has been tested in actual system and proved to be feasible. The result shows DDE-PID could achieve similar control effect with structural simplicity and tuning easiness.
INTRODUCTION
Lean Premixed Pre-vaporized (LPP) technology is an approach aimed to reduce NO X emission in civil and industrial application. However, due to the inherent features of LPP, unsteady combustion would occur in many occasions when several conditions are properly satisfied. Combustion oscillation is a major concern in a wide range of combustion systems, including industrial land-based gas turbines [1, 2] , ramjets, gas turbine combustors in aero-engines [3] and aero-engine afterburners, etc. Large fluctuation of pressure waves could debase the combustion efficiency, and lead to flameout or structural damages in propulsion systems and combustion chambers, and also jeopardize the system stability. Therefore, the oscillations should be suppressed.
Combustion oscillations are generated by the coupling between acoustic waves and unstable heat release. Unsteady combustion creates unsteady heat release [4, 5] to generate acoustic waves. The acoustic waves [6, 7] reflect from the combustor boundaries and resonates in the chamber and produce near flame flow unsteadiness, further perturbing the heat release. Depending on phase, acoustic waves energy could be enhanced, and result in large amplitude self-excited oscillations. According to Rayleigh's criterion, when the heat release rate and the pressure having a component phase, the acoustic waves tend to increase. The heat-to-sound influence and the feedback circulates and the oscillation is formed.
To eliminate combustion instabilities, the heat release and pressure coupling must be interrupted. Generally, the approaches can be classified into two categories, active control and passive control [8, 9] . Passive controls are limited in many ways. It is time-consuming and costly to redesign the system when working conditions alter. Active feedback control uses an actuator to modify some system parameter with the sensor information to prevent the unsteady heat release and the acoustic waves entanglement, leading to a decaying oscillation. Model-based control approaches such as H ∞ , H 2 , LQR, LQG [10 -13] rely on the precise models which are difficult to obtain and therefore are not practical. Fuzzy logic and neural network control are also not feasible for their difficulties in parameter tuning.
PID control is the most widely used feedback control method which has a simple structure, operation easiness, robust stability and good performance. Traditional PID has two limitations. Firstly, the tuning methods are constrained to specified plants. Models have to be transferred into specified patterns to tune. Secondly, the tuning methods are obtained under the unitary target function assumption. Desired dynamic equation based PID avoids these problems. All control objectives are reflected in the coefficients of desired dynamic equations, which could guarantee both the control objectives and the robustness of the closed-loop system.
In this paper, a mathematical model based on the identification and linearization from experimental data of a given test bed is introduced. The Desired Dynamic Equation based PID (DDE-PID) controller is adopted to obtain the tuning parameters. Then the simulation results are discussed and compared with H ∞ method outcomes and phase lag control results. The outcomes show that DDE-PID controller with simple structure has equal control effects of H ∞ in suppressing combustion oscillations. Additionally, with the structural simplicity, good robustness and model-independence, DDE-PID is practical in combustion oscillations control.
TRANSFER FUNCTION DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
The mathematical model [14] used in this paper is of an actual combustion rig which is designed to model the fuel injection/premix ducts found on each of the nine combustion chambers of the Rolls-Royce RB211-DLE industrial gas turbine. The open loop transfer function describes the input-output relationship between the valve voltage V c and the pressure transducer reading (in Volts) which is located 64 mm from the upstream end of the quartz tube, P ref . The transfer function G(s) is denoted by P ref (s) / V c (s), where s = iw is the Laplace transform variable. The data was obtained under atmospheric pressure in the absence of the limit cycle to reveal the actual linear relationship at low oscillation amplitudes, since during combustion instability, the relationship between the valve voltage and the pressure transducer reading is influenced by the non-linear limit cycle behavior in which saturation and phase change effects would interrupt the amplitude in the response of the heat release rate to low perturbations [15, 16] . To offset low perturbations effect, the rig was stabilized by a simple time delay controller while the transfer function measurement took place. The amplitude responses under several equivalence ratios are consistent while the phase response varies, which means during combustion oscillation, the amplitude response will stay in the range while the phase response changes. The equivalence ratio range f ª 0.7~0.9 was always where the unstable combustion occurred, and thus data at f ª 0.73 which represents one of three unstable modes is sufficient. The mathematical description of G(s) was based on the frequency response measurement at f ª 0.73, since the most experimental data was available at this equivalence ratio. The fitting results and actual system frequency response comparison is shown in Fig. 1 [14] . The obtained open loop transfer function has a form [14] as:
To make the simulation more realistic, input limiting and output limiting is introduced. The actual valve voltage is within 0˜10 Volts and the output pressure will not be beyond 20000 Pa.
DESIRED DYNAMIC EQUATION PID CONTROL 3.1. Basic principle of desired dynamic equation PID
In recent years, Tornambe [17] proposed an adaptive controller based on dynamic compensation mechanism and desired dynamic equation (DDE), which is named as TC controller in this paper. A typical modified TC controller for a linear process with relative degree of two has a simple structure as below [18] : (2) u is the control output, y is the process output, y r is the desired trajectory of y, is the extended state observer signal, which estimates and compensates the process uncertainties, h 1 , h 0 are the coefficients which determine the system response and are to meet the desired dynamic equations ÿ + h 1 y
. variable, k is a tunable parameter which decides the system stability [17] , l is a proper positive constant. Then the control law (2) can be rewritten as:
So it is equivalent to a two-degree-of-freedom PID controller:
if the following relationship is established:
Furthermore, if the set-point is a constant (y . r = 0 ) or a step signal (| y . r |= inf at the step time, and then y . r = 0), then the item (h 1 + k) y . r could be ignored, and the control output has the form as:
Similarly, for process with relative degree of one, a two degree-of-freedom PI controller can be deduced for a given desired dynamic equation y . + hy = hy r , that is (7) where K P = (k + h)/l, K I = kh/l Thus, the PID controller parameters can be determined by tuning parameter k, l, h 0 , h 1 in TC controller first and then calculated out from formula (4) to (6) .
Low order TC controller tuning is much easier than that of PI/PID controller, since the parameter k, l, h 0 , h 1 with explicit and distinctive physical meanings could be tuned separately.
Controller parameter tuning method
Generally, DDE-PID parameters can be selected as [18] :
(1) for PID controller: h 1 = (8~25)/t sd , h 0 = h 1 2 /4, (2) for PI controller: h = (4~12)/ t sd where t sd is the expected regulation time. Thus, the DDE-based PID controller tuning procedure is as the following: (1) Select coefficients h 0 , h 1 ;
(2) Once the relationship between h 1 and h 0 , and the relationship between h 1 and t sd are set, there are only three parameters as k, l and t sd left to decide. (3) Calculate the stable region of k and l by checking the closed-loop system frequency respond if the process frequency information is given; (4) Select proper value for k, then for l to make the stable boundary of parameter | k | equals to 2k approximately. (5) Control performance evaluation, if not satisfactory, repeat the procedure.
Note: If the process frequency information is unknown, parameter l in step (3) can be tuned in experiments from a large enough value sliding to a proper value.
Considering the fitting model above, the control system is designed as the follows.
1) For the PID controller applied here, h 1 is set to 12/t sd , h 0 = h 1 2 /4, 2) Due to the input limiting, and to avoid unpractical large input signal, t sd is not suitable to be set very short. 
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3) Since the process is a fast responding system, control action should be fast enough to follow, so the gain k is ought to be large. 4) Once k and t sd are set, l should be selected in consideration of parameter the stable boundary of parameter | k|. 5) After a rough set of k, l and t sd are found, the corresponding set of K P , K I , K D and b could be automatically calculated out.
The system structure is shown in Fig. 2 . According to the controller structure and the tuning method above, the controller parameters are obtained, as shown in Table 1 .
SIMULATION RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Considering the practical requirements, to cover the frequency range and to simulate real random disturbance, step signal and white noise signal are used as the disturbance inputs in this paper.
Due to the fast responding characteristic of process, and the linear system features which could not enter a stable limit cycle, the simulation only needs to last for a short period. Control signals were added into the system at 0.5s right after the system stepped into an oscillation.
Conventional indexes like rising time, overshoot in step response are not necessary for the evaluation of the control performance since the process would vibrate under step response. Indexes like the maximum oscillation peak value after the uncontrolled vibration peak, vibration consistency, and convergence are the main concerns in control strategy effectiveness evaluation.
The phase-lag controller has the following form [14] :
The H ∞ controller is:
The Notch Filter controller is: Table 2 shows the maximum oscillation peak values of each of three control strategies in response to step signal and white noise signal. Due to the signal feature, all three strategies step responses have no oscillation peak. The white noise responses shows that the notch filter result is the largest and the other three methods have similar vibration peak values.
Comparing the process reactions to step input, it is clear that all four strategies work and the phase-lag controller, the notch filter controller and H ∞ controller would act faster than DDE-PID controller. But the rapid dropdown on the reading generally leads to large amounts of input energy which could be uneconomic as shown in Fig.7 . DDE-PID controller could suppress the oscillation within half a second which is tolerable in application. Comparing the system reactions to white noise input, phase lag control and notch filter control had several high secondary vibration peaks and the first peak values exceeded the natural oscillation peak value which is not satisfactory. System under H ∞ control laws performed better than the phase lag controller, but also with obvious secondary vibrations. DDE-PID control effects had better consistency than the other three. This is because H ∞ control and phase lag control strongly pushed the system output to zero within a short period of time. The strong control input would backfire on the system and cause other oscillations.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, an actual combustion rig based mathematical model of a certain industrial gas turbine is introduced. A solution of Desired Dynamic Equation based PID controllers for combustion instability is proposed. By applying this strategy, the combustion oscillation could be suppressed within a short period of time. By comparing the simulation results of DDE-PID control system with phase lag control strategy outcome and the H ∞ control results, DDE-PID solution shows satisfactory control effectiveness and consistency. Since phase lag controller and H ∞ controller used for comparison have been proven feasible in experiments on the real combustion rig, thus the DDE-PID control effect is practical in field application.
Though phase lag and other model based control strategies were effective on combustion instability control, these methods have their inherent defects of model dependence. In general, system model is hard to acquire, and the model identification process is labor intensive and on most occasions relying on experience. Furthermore, the nonlinear feature of the combustion process and the time varying characteristic make an accurate mathematical description of the system for control purpose impractical for field application.
PID control have been widely used in industry due to its structure simplicity and parameter tuning easiness. DDE-PID as a branch of PID control have all the advantages of PID like robustness security, rapidness and accuracy. The model free characteristic of DDE-PID makes it resilient to unpredictable disturbance and nonlinear non-constant features of the process. Rapid dynamic compensation is secured by the algorithm simplicity. Along with the simulation results, DDE-PID control provides a simple, practical and alternative solution for combustion instability control in laboratory and in industrial application. 
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